Lloyd speakers and librarians are hitting the airwaves! Listen to us “petal” our mania on the *Between the Leaves* podcast, WMKV’s *Outdoor Life*, and WVXU’s *Cincinnati Edition*. This spring, we roll out more flower-powered *programming* with a variety of activities planned at the Lloyd.

---

**The Sweetness of Honey is Sold Out**

*The Sweetness of Honey* panel discussion has sold out! Keep an eye out for our upcoming spring program schedule, including a nature hike, lectures, and a workshop. Remember to check out the newest content on our [Instagram](#), [podcast](#), and [YouTube](#) channel.

---

**The Flowering Times, They Are A‘Changin’**

*When: February 21, 7-8 p.m  
Where: Virtual Program*

Climate change is affecting many aspects of our lives, especially with our world’s greenspaces. How are flowers responding to these environmental effects? Kellen Callinger-Yoak of The Ohio State University will explain how these extreme weather changes affect our flowering plants. **Registration required.**
Hear Plant Experts on *Cincinnati Edition*

Valerie Pence, speaker at the Lloyd's recent *Saving All Flowers from Extinction* program, joins other experts from the Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden, Turner Farm Community Garden, and the Campbell County Extension Office on WVXU's *Cincinnati Edition*. Listen in on topics from preventing plant extinction to winter seed starting.

Lloyd Librarians Featured on *Outdoor Life*

Lloyd Librarians Erin Campbell and Patrick Ford made their first appearance on WMKV's *Outdoor Life* radio show with host and naturalist Carol Mundy. Catch the conversation on the *Flora Mania* exhibition and more here.

The Lloyd Library is closed Monday, February 19 in observance of Presidents' Day

Lloyd Library & Museum | 513-721-3707 | contact@lloydlibrary.org
917 Plum St.
Cincinnati, OH 45202
Hours: 9:00-4:00, Monday through Friday and 3rd Saturday of the month
www.lloydlibrary.org
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